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“ Ethnic Notions” is a historical movie that takes the spectator through the 

full class of American history from the 1820s to the eightiess. The vocals. 

watching the movies and seeing all the artefacts is what makes this movie 

such a powerful tool. The movie describes some of the footings that were 

used to picture black Americans. Well into the 20th century the “ Mammy” . 

the “ Coon” . and the “” Sambo”” were all footings used in mention to black 

Americans. In 1941 the sketch was made and made its manner into many of 

the places of American civilization. 

In the early 1900s the image of the “ Sambo” spread and it became a 

portraiture of black work forces in movie. The Character is lazy and 

irresponsible that will easy avoid work to take portion in nutrient and dance. 

As the civil war approached. a new character accompanied the “ Sambo” . 

the “ Zip Coon” . This character tried to portray Whites that mocked the 

impression of racial equality. With these two together. they both defended 

bondage by stating that inkinesss can’t handle freedom. 

In movies the function of the “” Mammy”” was a retainer that was 

stereotypically a really dark and heavy adult female that had her 

precedences set to making whatever her maestro or kept woman wished. “ 

Mammy” was shown as a loyal individual that was protective over the white 

family. She was a powerful individual which became a stable figure in each 

image of the South. It became difficult to travel without seeing this character

in a southern place. This character was besides a guardian of bondage. But 

within her ain household the “ Mammy” is the commanding force which is 

the direct antonym of the manner the family is viewed in society. She is 

shown as being nonsexual and unattractive. 
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Once the slaves became liberated many white people said that the former 

slaves couldn’t handle being without changeless subordination to their white 

Masterss. Society called the liberated inkinesss beasts. and the increasing 

public fright of them gave them the moniker of “ black threat. ” Once 

gesture image was developed in the twentieth century the images and the 

word picture of black Americans didn’t alteration at all. The lone difference 

now is the hatred is now on movie. Blacks began to come in theatre and they

used it as a measure in the right way to acquire out of the South and get 

down a new life with chances. 

Through the 1940s the blackface became cast-off but its image left its grade 

on society. Soon sketchs became the voice for racism. This manner when 

any force or mistreatment were happening it would be entertaining and 

humourous. The sketchs had the power to act upon immature heads to see 

stereotypes as being entertaining by doing mentions to black Americans 

being barbarians. Furthermore the lone thing that domesticated black 

Americans was slavery. The myth says without the Whites control over the 

inkinesss. their full race would weave up being nil more than barbarians. 

“ Ethnic Notions” is an in depth expression at the roots of African American 

racism and stereotypes. The film goes through 150 old ages of racism and 

hatred towards black Americans. and the images that were spread 

throughout society that depicted African Americans to being lazy and 

careless. Besides without bondage to maintain them in cheque. myths say 

that they would fall back to savage behaviour. 
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